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If XML can do it, you can do it too...
Here, at last, is a single reference that covers both Microsoft .NET and Java programming integration with XML. It will have you up and running quickly with a solid grounding in the most recent core and related specifications, then provide you with essential details for managing databases, financial transactions, XML security, and more. If you’re an information architect or developer, this is your one essential resource for structuring data with XML in application development, both on and off the Web.     

Inside, you’ll find complete coverage of XML programming     

	Explore the full range of XML specifications, including new XML 1.1
	Use XML with J2EE 1.4, the newest version of Microsoft .NET, and open source XML tools from Apache
	Gain knowledge of both Microsoft .NET and Java™ programming integration with XML
	Find out how XML excels in communication between applications in business settings where Java and .NET coexist
	Examine extensive business examples, including several major applications developed throughout the book 
	Learn how to access and format XML data from SQL Server®, Oracle®, or DB2® databases
	Transform relational XML output into other formats
	Create and deploy .NET Web services and build a .NET Web services client
	Apply authentication and security measures for Web services
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Enterprise Java with UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	This work is a comprehensive guide to using UML (Unified Modelling Language) in model Java applications. The book presents strategies for developing enterprise systems using Java and related technologies - XML, Servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans, Swing Components, CORBA, RMI, and others. The authors explain how UML is used as a modelling tool for...
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XSLT and XPATH: A Guide to XML TransformationsPrentice Hall, 2001
Mastering XSLT and XPath gives you unprecedented control over  your information-and helps you leverage virtually every new XML technology, from  XLink to schemas. Discover XSLT's powerful vocabulary of programming-like  features and learn how to build custom solutions that resist obsolesence. By the  end of the first...
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Beginning Oracle Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	This book teaches you all of the core concepts behind using the database, provides you the tools and techniques you need to master, and gives you practical working examples of Oracle programming in action. This book is aimed at would-be Oracle developers and administrators alike. No matter what your background, this book can guide you, using...
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Discrete Mathematics (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001

	Today an increasing proportion of the applications of mathematics involves discrete rather than continuous models. The main reason for this trend is the integration of the computer into more and more of modem society. This book is intended for a one-semester introductory course in discrete mathematics.
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SAP Simple Finance: An Introduction, SAP S/4HANASAP Press, 2015

	With the arrival of SAP Simple Finance, SAP is integrating its newest technologies into age-old business operations and you need to keep up. See what SAP Simple Finance can do, what it offers your organization, and where to begin with this introduction to this feather-light finance solution that packs a punch. Take a look at the applications...
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Cisco Unity Connection (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2011

	This book, Cisco Unity Connection, by Dave Schulz, hits the bull’s-eye of its intended
	topic: Cisco Unity Connection. This book zeroes in on the target with clarity and depth.
	Anyone that uses or considers using the Cisco Unity Connection product needs a copy
	of this book to read when planning a deployment, administering the...
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